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Using sheaf semantics, Hilbert’s Nullstellensatr is shown to be valid for geometric fields in 
sheaves over Boolean spaces. From this result, the analogue of the Nullstellensatz for regular 
rings (first proved in [9]) is easily recovered. Some previous work is then summarized, in which 
Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz is shown to be valid in an arbitrary topos. The result of [9] may be 
recovered from this as well. 
In this paper, unless otherwise stated, X refers to a topological space which is 
Boolean and regular rings are von Neumann regular. 
Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz, a foundation stone of algebraic geometry, is usually 
stated as follows: 
Theorem 1 (Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz). Let R be a field, let R’ be an algebraically 
closed field containing R and let f, g,, . . . , g, E R [x] where x=x,, . . . ,x, is u set of in- 
determinates. Then f vanishes at every common zero of g,, . . , g, in R ‘.’ iff there are 
h ,,..., h,ER[x]such thatf’=C,g,h,forsomer>O. 0 
Saracino and Weispfenning, in a proof which used some model-theoretic proper- 
ties of regular rings, proved the following analogue of the Nullstellensatz: 
Theorem 2 (Saracino and Weispfenning [9]). Let R be a regular ring contained in 
a monically closed regular ring R’, and let f,g,, . . . , g, E R[x], where x=x,, . . . ,x, is 
the set of indeterminates. Suppose R fl (g,, . ., , g,) = {O}. Then f vanishes at every 
common zero of g,, . . . . g, in R ” iff there are h ,,..., h,ER[x] such thatf’= C;g;h, 
for some r>O. 
In [l], Bunge, using the Pierce sheaf representation of a ring, showed the validity 
in Sh(X) (X a Boolean topological space) of an abstract Nullstellensatz, from which 
one could obtain, among other things, the result of Theorem 2. Motivated by [l], 
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and the general feeling that field-like properties of regular rings are reflections of 
properties of fields in certain toposes, we asked the following questions: 
(1) Is the Nullstellensatz, as stated in Theorem 1, valid for Sh(X)? 
(2) If (1) is true, can we recover from it the result of [9] for regular rings? 
Here we answer both questions in the affirmative. Then we give an alternative for- 
mulation of Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz, one which is valid in an elementary topos (see 
[4]), which also allows us to recover the result of [9]. All applications found in [l] 
can be dealt with using these methods. 
We begin with some preliminaries. Let L be the language of rings and let TF 
denote the theory of fields (often called the theory of geometric fields) formed by 
adding to the ring axioms the axiom and axiom schema -(O= 1) and (a=OVFlb 
(ab= 1)). By adjoining to TF- the axiom schema 36(6”+u,6”-’ + ... +a,, =O), one 
for every natural number n, we get Ti-, the theory of algebraically closed fields. 
Using a language L” with two sorts, St and Sz and one unary operation symbol 
i: S, -+ S2 and sufficient operation and relation symbols, one can easily axiomatize 
the theory TF+~ of a field embedded in an algebraically closed field (see [4]). This 
is a coherent theory in the sense of [6]. 
We recall the well-known Pierce representation of a ring over a compact, Haus- 
dorff, totally disconnected (that is, Boolean) space. To each ring R, let B(R) denote 
the set of idempotents of R and let X(R) denote the Stone space of R. The points 
of X(R) are the maximal ideals of B(R) and X(R) has, as a basis of clopens, the 
sets C,= {p EX(R): e$p}, one for each idempotent e. In [7] we find the construc- 
tion of a sheaf d over X(R) such that R= /I? and for each PEX(R), the stalk of 
d at p is R/pR; that is, PI,,= R/pR. R induces an L-structure on I?; if R is a regular 
ring contained in a monically closed regular ring R' such that B(R) = B(R’), the two 
induce an L-structure on the pair I?,E’. 
For any language f.’ and L’-structure sin Sh(X), by an L’(S)-sentence 0 we shall 
mean a sentence in the language L’ which may have global sections of $ as (addi- 
tional) constants. For any L’(S)-sentence B we denote by l/8/1 the truth value of 6 
using the interpretation of L’ in sand sheaf semantics. We shall say 8 is internal/y 
valid if i/S~i =X. Henceforth, the language we are using should be clear from the con- 
text and we drop explicit consideration of it. 
It is well known that R is a regular ring iff for all 19 in T,., 111911 =X(R); in this 
situation, we say k is a (geometric) field in Sh(X(R)). Similarly, R’ is a monically 
closed regular ring iff for all B in TF, l/Q11 =X(R’); in this situation, we say R’ is an 
algebraically closed field in Sh(X(R’)). Finally, R is a regular ring embedded in a 
monically closed regular ring R’ such that B(R) =B(R’) iff for all 6 in TF+~, 
ll~ll =X(R). 
If l? is a field in Sh(X), and N is the sheaf of natural numbers (whose sections 
are continuous, natural number-valued functions), then, by the polynomial ring 
over I? in s indeterminates x=x t, . . . ,x,~ (denoted by f?[x]) we shall mean the sub- 
object of I?” which interprets the formula (an E fi Vi> n (r(i) =O)). Because the 
space is Boolean, the partition property allows us to show that the global sections 
of d[x] are actually finite sequences of elements of R; i.e. I’I?[x] = R[x]. Note, more- 
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over, that B(R[x])=B(R), so R[x] can be represented by a sheaf I?[4 over X(R) 
whose stalks are R [x]/pR [xl. The fact that R [x]/pR [x] = (R/pR)[x] allows us to con- 
clude that (R[.C]),=RP [x]. Over a Boolean space, a sheaf is generated by its set 
of global sections, so R”[x] =R[q. If f is a section of R[x] and k is a section of I?‘, 
then, for all p in their common domain, we can evaluate (f(p))(k(p)); so, by f(k), 
we shall mean that section on the common domain off and k such that (f(k))(p) = 
(f(p))(k(p)). 
Using the appropriate infinitary language we establish the following: 
Theorem 3 (Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz in Sh(X)). Let X be a Boolean space, and let 
I? be a field embedded in an algebraically closed field I?‘. Then the sentence 
v.fig ,,...,g,ER,x]((VkEd’~(?gi(k)=O’f(k)=O)) 
=P V Elh,, . . . . 
ICW 
h,E&l (I’= ; g;h;)) 
is in tern ally valid. 
Proof. Global sections generate, so it suffices to consider only f,gl, . . . ,g,, ETY?[x], 
and show for each p in X, if 





V 3h,, . . . . 
r<w 
h,,E&l (f’= F &;)I 1. 
Suppose, then, that f and g,, . . . ,g, are global sections, and let 
U= int 
( ( 
j,< ng,(k)=O*f(k)=O . 
I >) 
Take PE I/. The theory TF-+~ is coherent so l?P is a field embedded in an algebra- 
ically closed field RL. Take kP E I?;, such that, for each i = 1, . . . , n, gi(p)(kp) = 0. 
The space is Boolean, so there is a global section kE R”, such that k(p) = k”; 
moreover, there is an open U’, such that 
Hence, p E U’C Ilf(k) = O/I; therefore, f(p)(kP) = 0. Since Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz 
holds for the stalks, there are polynomials hf, . . . , h,PE Rp[x] such that f’(p) = 
C,gi(p)hp for some r>O. Since sections which agree at a point agree on an open, 
we may use the fact that X has a basis of clopens to conclude that there are 
h,,...,h,EZ%[x] such thatpEjjfr= C,g;h;ll for some r>O. Whence 
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Remark. Most of the above proof could be effected without the restriction to 
Boolean spaces. The only place where the restriction to Boolean spaces is necessary 
is to show R[x], = RD [xl. Possibly there is a description of a polynomial ring which 
differs from the description above as a subsheaf of d” which yields the required 
ring on the stalks for arbitrary topological spaces X. 
Before recovering the results of [9], we recall that the embedding of a (regular) 
ring R into a (monically closed regular) ring R’ gives rise to a continuous onto map 
g : X(R’) --t X(R) which induces, in the usual way, a geometric morphism g*-I g* : 
Sh(X(R’))‘J Sh(X(R)). The map g is onto, so g* is faithful and, consequently, 
reflects (as well as preserves) the truth of coherent sequents. The following proposi- 
tion will be useful later on: 
Proposition. Let R be a ring, and let l?[x] E Sh(X(R)) be the sheaf whose set of 
global sections is the ring R[x]. Let g : X l--t X(R) be a continuous map of spaces. 
If g* is the left adjoint of the geometric morphism induced by g, then g*(l?[x]) is 
Sh(X’)-isomorphic to (g*l?)[x] as L-structures. 
Proof. First, g*(R[x]) is the L-structure whose set of global sections is the set 
generated by the set of finite sequences of elements of R. Using [3, Proposition 
1.2(iii)], we may conclude that g*(R[x]) is Sh(X’)-isomorphic as an L-structure to 
the sheaf whose global sections is the set of finite sequences of R. 
Second, (g*R)[x] is the L-structure whose global sections is the set of finite 
sequences of elements of g*R. We know g*R is generated by l-R= R; that is, the 
set inclusion m : fl? + Tg*R represents a Sh(X’)-isomorphism. Call this Sh(X’)- 
isomorphism @I. The set inclusion m extends in a natural way to the set inclusion 
~ii:I@[x])-tT((g*l?)[x]), whereby m(x)=fi(x,, . . ..x.~)=(/~I(x,),...,II?(x,~)). Herex 
denotes an arbitrary polynomial with coefficients xi. Once we have shown that /?I 
represents a Sh(X’)-isomorphism (called IA) we may conclude that (g*R)[x] is 
Sh(X’)-isomorphic as an L-structure to the sheaf whose global sections is the set of 
finite sequences of elements of R. With this, the proof of the proposition is com- 
plete. n 
To show rfi represents a Sh(X’)-isomorphism, we must show that rii represents a 
Sh(X’)-morphism which is mono and epi. Call the S-function associated to I? simply 
6. Those unfamiliar with &functions should refer to [2]. The sheaf d,’ as discussed 
previous to Theorem 3 has the S-function 8 defined by 
J(x,x)=int n s(x,,~;)n un u’, 
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where U and U’ are the extents of R and R’, and i ranges over i?4. I?[x] inherits the 
&function. In what follows we use 8 also to denote the a-function of (g*R)[x]. This 
should cause no confusion. For details written out in full, the reader can refer to [3]. 
To show m represents a Sh(X’)-map, we use [3, Proposition 3.11; thus it suffices 
to show that for any Z,.?E (g*R)[x], 6(%.?) 5 8(r?z(n), @I@‘)). This follows easily be- 
cause 6(x,x’) =g-‘(A, &(x,,x,/)), 8(m(~)), m(Y)) = A, 6(m(x,),/n(x,f)) and m repre- 
sents a Sh(X’)-map, so 6(x,,x,‘)<6(m(x, ,/71(x;)). The map n? is the map 
represented by m, so ti(x, y) = &(x)~a(m(x), y). If 6 is the map represented by ~7, 
then ~%(Z,J)= E(R)A~(~(,Y),J). Following the criteria of [3, Propositions 3.2 and 
3.31, we know 1% is mono iff for all x,n’~&?[x] and JE(g*@[x], 
~T?(~,,)A~(K’,~)~S(~,X’); further, we know 61 is epi iff for all J E (g*R)[x], 
E(J)< V_~ER[_>-I +4&Y). 
The verification of these inequalities is routine, depending mostly on the fact that 
Gi is a Sh(X’)-isomorphism. For the second inequality, we must recall that the set 
of opens of X’ is a complete Heyting algebra, so infinite sups distribute over finite 
infs. With these observations we have what we were looking for. 
We shall now recover the theorem of [9]. 
Theorem 2 (Saracino and Weispfenning [9]). Let R be u regular ring contuined in u 
monicully closed regular ring R’ and let f, g,, . . . , g,, E R [xl, where x=x,, . . . , x,, is a 
set of indeterminates. Suppose R n (g,, . . . , g,,) = {O}. Then f vanishes at every com- 
mon zero of g,, . . . ,g,, in R” iff‘there are h,, . . . . h,, E R [xl, such that fr = Ci g, h, .for 
some r> 0. 
Proof. We do not assume B(R) = B(R’). However, by the paragraph preceding the 
proposition, we know that g*d is a field in Sh(X(R’)) embedded in an algebraically 
closed field !?‘. First, we show that the nontriviality of the ideal (g,, . . . ,g,!), that is, 
the condition (g,, . . ..g.,)nR= CO>, is equivalent to the condition that for each 
i=l I ..., n and each p E X’, g;(p) is not a constant; i.e., g,(p) $ (g*@,,. To see this, 
we observe that for some i and some PE X’, g,(p)E(g*/?),, iff there is o~rg*I? 
such that a(p) =g;(p), and for all 4 in some clopen set C containing p, a(q) =g,(q). 
(The Booleanness of X’ assures the existence of this clopen C.) If e,~ is the idem- 
potent associated to C, then O#e,-o E Rfl (g ,, . . . ,g,,). From classical algebraic 
geometry (for example, see [2]), we know that if a polynomial ideal (g,, . . . ,g,,) over 
a field R is nontrivial, then it vanishes at some point in the algebraic closure of R. 
The nontriviality of the ideal on the stalks thus allows us to conclude that for each 
p E X’ there is k/’ E I?/;, such that for each i= 1, . . . ,n, g,(p)k”=O. Whence there is 
k*Eri?” such that for each i= l,...,n, g,(k*)=O. 
Next, we show that the vanishing off at every common zero of g,, . . . ,g,, in R” 
‘lifts’; i.e., 
1 IVkcR”( ; Ag,(k)=O=f(k)=O 
il 
= X’. 
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Take kEZ7?‘“, then li/\;g,(k) =011 = C, (a clopen). We define a new section, /;, by 
letting I?(P) = k(p) if p E C, and k(p) = k*(p) if p E X’\ C,. (Here, k* is the global 
section whose existence was assured by the previous paragraph.) Then 
IiA, g;(i) = 011 =X’; hence, g;(i) = 0 for each i = 1, . . . , n and, from the hypothesis, 
we may conclude f(k) = 0. Consequently, I/f(k) = O// =X’, and so C, c IIf = 011. 
We now recall Theorem 3, and conclude that 
From the proposition, we know 
II v Zh I,..., hm*(W[xl)(/'= T g,h,)ll =X’; I’< 0, 
and the faithfulness of g* yields 
II V gh,, . . . . h,,Ef?[x] jll =x. r<cr, 
This last equality tells us there is an open cover of X, X= U, U, such that for 
each j, 
II 3h,,...,h,,ER[xl(~~)~~= F ,ih,)ll=, 
for some r>O. (Here, and below, fr or gjl indicates f or g, restricted to the appro- 
priate domain.) Associate to each U, its corresponding r by writing U,(r,). Then, 
for each U,(I;), there is an open cover, so Ii’(‘)) = IJ, U,x(‘;) and on each fJjA(~;) 
there are sections /I,?, . . . ,I?,:/‘ such that 
II f;= 1 g,, h;’ = UJh(r,). i II 
The partition property allows us to find a finite disjoint clopen cover of X, 
X= IJfi, C, such that each C, is contained in some U,,(/;); denote the open con- 
taining C, by u,h(/;,/), and the corresponding restricted sections by I?,!“. Let 
I’= max{r:,/};\1,. Multiply each /I’~’ -1,, b ./“i ‘,‘, and extend this product to a global 
section; call it 6:“. Let /I, =r,,,/2, ’ + ... + ec.,,/~‘h~21. These are the desired h,‘s, so I 
the proof is complete. I1 
Remark. Saracino and Weispfenning state that the condition R 17 (g,, . . . , g,,) = { 0) 
is necessary. Actually, it is sufficient but not necessary; if the ideal (g,, . . . ,g,,) con- 
tains an invertible element i, the statement of the theorem holds and is trivial to 
prove. However, if we assume the ideal (g,, . . ..g.,) is proper, then the condition 
Rn(g,, ...a g,,)= (0) is equivalent to the condition that (g,, . . . ,g,,) contains no zero 
divisors. This condition is necessary; to show this we shall mimic the example of [9]. 
An element I’ of a regular ring R is a zero divisor iff for some p in X(R), r(p) = 0. 
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So, by taking n = 1, s= 1, and g= r and f =x, we have an example of a polynomial 
fvanishing at every zero of (g) (there are none), but no power off is a multiple of g. 
In [4], we used a standard technique, by which results for polynomial rings are 
reduced to results about the base field, to show that Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz is valid 
using formally intuitionistic logic. The argument there used an infinitary language 
and required a formula involving two infinitary disjunctions (since the required r 
and the degrees of the required hi’s were unknown). Because of the infinitary dis- 
junctions, validity was restricted to Grothendieck toposes. We then extended the 
result, using a result of Robinson [8]. Let us recap the results of [4]. 
Let D and 6,, i= 1, . . . ,n be sequences of variables of R each of sufficient length 
to represent an arbitrary polynomial of degree d. Similarly, ‘I is a sequence of 
variables of R representing an arbitrary polynomial of degree d’. Let the expression 
VkERIS 
C 
A S(b;, k) * @a, k) 
i > 
denote a formula in L’ asserting “the polynomial with coefficients B vanishes at 
every common zero of the polynomials with coefficients 6,“. Equality between 
polynomials can be reduced to a finite conjunction of atomic formulas expressing 
equality between coefficients, so let the expression B,(a, 6, i;) denote the formula in 
L’ asserting “the polynomial with coefficients 8, raised to the rth power, is in the 
ideal generated by the polynomials with coefficients 6;“. Using the notation FIc~,, E t? 
to assert “there exists a sequence in d of the length sufficient to represent a poly- 
nomial of degree d’ in s indeterminates”, the following theorem follows immediate- 
ly from [4]: 
Theorem 4 (Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz in a Grothendieck Topos). Let E be a Grothen- 
dieck topos. Let l? be a geometric field in E embedded in an algebraically closed 
field l?’ in E. For any a, 6,, . . . , ii,, E l?‘, if the sentence 
Vk E Ii’.’ A t9(6;, k) * (a, k) 
i > 
is internally valid, then the sentence 
v v Xiz,~ ER 0, (d,6, CC,.) 
ViU, d’<w 
is internally valid. Cl 
The theorem of [9] can be recovered from Theorem 4, using an argument much 
like the argument of our proof of Theorem 3; it involves a bit more work because 
of the second disjunction (necessary because of the unknown degree of the poly- 
nomials h,). 
Often, Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz is stated and proved for polynomials from an 
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algebraically closed field. The result of Theorem 1 can then be recovered using a 
linearity argument (recalling that an algebraically closed field R’ is generated over 
a field R by a set of algebraically independent elements). Robinson shows (see [8]) 
that, given an algebraically closed field R and arbitrary J; g,, . . . ,g,, E R[x], poly- 
nomials of degree less than or equal to d, there are fixed r and d’ (depending on 
s and d, and independent off and the g;, i= 1, . . . , n) such that f r = C;g;h, where 
h, is a polynomial of degree less than or equal to d’. Using the notation developed 
preceding Theorem 4, this result allows us to state 
Theorem 5 (Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz in a topos). Let E be an arbitrary topos, and 
let p be an algebraically closed field in E. Then for any a, 6,, . . . ,6,, E R”, if the 
sentence 
is internally valid, then, for some r>O and some d’>O, the sentence 
is internally valid. 0 
Remark. The theorems of [4] were proved using the completeness theorem for 
coherent logic. Since the statement of Theorem 5 does not involve infinitary disjunc- 
tions, we had recourse in [4] to a second method of proof which was based on the 
following theorem of Smoryriski [lo]. We state it here because we think it can often 
be of value when generalizing results of a finitary nature to arbitrary toposes. 
Theorem 6 (Smoryrisky [lo]). Let T be an intuitionistic theory and T’ its classical 
extension. Let A be a set of prenex axioms for T’ and suppose the following are 
satisfied: 
(i) T“ is model complete; 
(ii) TtA or -A for all atomic A; 
(iii) TEA for all A in A. 
Then T and T’ coincide. 
(Note that prior to Theorem 6, we used Tp to denote a particular set of axioms 
for a theory, while in the context of the Smorynski theorem, T, (respectively, Tj) 
denotes the axioms Tp and all the theorems which are implied by the axioms TF 
using intuitionistic (respectively, classical) logic.) 
The theory Tp is model complete; moreover, by replacing the axiom 
(a=OvBb (ab = 1)) by the axiom ZIb (a=Ovab = I), the axioms of TF are (made) 
prenex. The two axioms above are intuitionistically equivalent, so part (iii) of the 
Smorynski theorem holds. Finally, proof by cases is valid intuitionistically so we can 
show that the sentence (a=Ov-(a=O)) is in T,. Since a= b iff a- b=O, we know 
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that the sentence a = b v -(a = 6) is in T,; whence part (ii) of the Smorynski theorem 
holds. Consequently, T, and Tj coincide; that is, what is implied classically by the 
axioms of Tr is implied by the axioms of T,, using formally intuitionistic logic. 
The final consideration we have, is to show that we can recover the result of [9], 
dealing with a regular ring R embedded in a monically closed regular ring R’, from 
Theorem 5. The problem here, is to show that the coefficients of the required h,, 
i=l,..., n are in R, as opposed to being in R’, if the coefficients of f and g;, 
i= 1, . . . , n come from R. However, the sentence 
is coherent, so follows from TF+~, using coherent, hence, intuitionistic logic; 
therefore it is internally valid in Sh(X(R’)). The problem is solved, modulo noting 
that ~(EIz~, E g*R B,(d, 6, c,,)ll =X’ implies that (/2Ic,, ER (?,(a, 6, ?,,)I1 =X. 
Before closing, we remark that the technique of representing regular rings as geo- 
metric fields has also proved fruitful in the study of positive definite functions over 
regular f-rings (see [5]), first investigated by Van den Dries [ 111. In this author’s 
opinion, it is the most convenient way to prove field-like properties of regular rings. 
Given the completeness theorem of coherent logic, as well as the Smorynski theorem 
above, the only real problems we have are what ‘lifts’ (i.e., for what statements does 
this truth for R imply truth for R and what can be ‘patched’ (i.e., what does truth 
for R imply for R). We shall deal with these problems in a forthcoming paper. 
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